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The HTML Pocket GuidePeachpit Press, 2010

	This handy low-priced book is packed with HTML/XHTML definitions and tips, including those for HTML5 elements in depth. Snappy writing and illustrative code samples walk readers through HTML uses and element definitions. Handy pocket size provides a convenient reference for HTML coders. A true companion to standards-compliant design. The HTML...
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HTML5 and JavaScript Web AppsO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		HTML5 and JavaScript Web Apps is about building web applications with HTML5 and
	
		W3C specifications that are widely supported across all devices and browsers. It is intended
	
		for programmers who are facing the challenges of moving more code to the
	
		frontend with JavaScript, CSS, and HTML, while at the same time...
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HTML5 Game Programming with enchant.jsApress, 2013

	HTML5 Game Programming with enchant.js gives first-time programmers of all ages the tools to turn their video game ideas into reality. A step-by-step guide to the free, open-source HTML5 and JavaScript engine enchant.js, it is ideally suited for game fans who have always wanted to make their own game but didn’t know how. It...
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RESS EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2013

	A practical introduction to programming responsive websites using an innovative methodology in web design and development


	Overview

	
		Easy-to-follow tutorials on implementing RESS application patterns
	
		Information flow diagrams which will help you understand various RESS architectures with...
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Developing Web Components: UI from jQuery to PolymerO'Reilly, 2015

	
		Although web components are still on the bleeding edge—barely supported in modern browsers—the technology is also moving extremely fast. This practical guide gets you up to speed on the concepts underlying W3C’s emerging standard and shows you how to build custom, reusable HTML5 Web Components.

	...
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Fast ASP.NET WebsitesManning Publications, 2013

	
		Summary

	
		Fast ASP.NET Websites delivers just what it promises—practical, hands-on guidance to create faster, more efficient ASP.NET sites and applications. This book offers step-by-step .NET-specific examples showing you how to apply classic page optimization tips, ASP.NET-specific techniques, and ways...
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HTML5 Game Development with GameMakerPackt Publishing, 2013

	Experience a captivating journey that will take you from creating a full-on shoot 'em up to your first social web browser game


	Overview

	
		Build browser-based games and share them with the world
	
		Master the GameMaker Language with easy to follow examples
	
		Every game comes with...
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Foundation HTML5 with CSS3Friends of Ed, 2012

	If you want to get into developing web sites, the most important thing you'll need is a solid understanding of Hypertext Markup Language, or HTML—the most common language used to write web site content. The most recent version of the language is HTML5, and it contains a whole host of new features to give you more power...
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Pro JSF and HTML5: Building Rich Internet ComponentsApress, 2013

	Pro JSF and HTML5 shows you how to leverage the full potential of JavaServer Faces (JSF) and HTML5. This book is for Java developers who aspire to build sophisticated, enterprise-grade web experiences with HTML5-enabled JSF. Written by JSF experts and verified by established community figures, this book will serve as your primary resource,...
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The Web Designer's Guide to iOS Apps: Create iPhone, iPod touch, and iPad apps with Web StandardsNew Riders Publishing, 2010

	If you are a designer who knows HTML, CSS, and JavaScript, you can easily learn how to make native iPhone, iPod touch, and iPad apps—and distribute them worldwide via the App Store.
	
	When combined with an Objective-C framework, web standards can be used to format and style content for iOS, using native controls and behaviors for an...
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Blend for Visual Studio 2012 By Example Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2015

	Leverage the power of Blend to create, modify, and reuse applications and components for Windows using a practical, hands-on guide


	About This Book

	
		Discover how to add storyboard and animation to the applications
	
		Find your way across the Blend IDE
	
		A practical approach to...
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Physics for JavaScript Games, Animation, and Simulations: with HTML5 CanvasApress, 2014

	Have you ever wanted to include believable physical behaviors in your games and projects to give them that extra edge? Physics for JavaScript Games, Animation, and Simulations teaches you how to incorporate real physics, such as gravity, friction, and buoyancy, into your HTML5 games, animations, and simulations. It also includes more...
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